The new RemoteWind™ option is now available for our 100 gallon Hydra SprayTrax. The RemoteWind automatically rewinds up to 300’ hose with a quick pull of the trigger.

Instead of a wireless remote, the RemoteWind uses a pressure sensor and a sophisticated controller to activate the motor.

Wireless transmitters can have issues with interference in large metal greenhouses. The pressure switch ensures that the unit winds each time it is activated.

The RemoteWind offers variable, programmable speed rewind and a safety stop. To prevent bird-nesting, the RemoteWind uses a level winding guide.

**Specifications**

- **Power** - 24 VAC, 300 Watts  
- **Speed** - 50 - 160 feet/min  
- **Max Pressure** - 3,000 psi  
- **Max hose Length** - 350 feet